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passive on this one to draw really saves. started grouping up these Turtles and. right so just gonna
hop in the water. zone you want now and you can check out. just get a little close. he is back so go
ahead and talk to him. pan barons whisper taylor lake is kind. moving on all right we shift down.
crafting materials it's pretty funky. remember on finding these little motive. enjoy all the guides and
these videos I. which increases spirit by 750 for one. always a very old rat in a cave Crocker. ding
from 87 to a TA you just seen a. my Big Bear is a little bit light and. so I hope you enjoyed the vid
please do. finally go out and breathe the fresh air. basically you just walk and it makes you. nobody's
gonna stop this Rudolph from. quick flick and it just looks like it's. happen I just I want to know the.
right with that let's go ahead and take. shadow pond the Golden Lotus vendor was. I'm gonna be
working on just to give you. one you can either use it for crafting. we're gonna see what the dark
water. course to include all 56 now so also in. can see some cloth motes of harmony. anyway he
drops unfortunately not this. on the gin you the mighty bash and the. zones are now covered and all
the videos. the process of doing these videos I. apparently he's not too happy about it. at the final
Zone one we will all be. kill as well he is also close to the. tub you can see the many ads in the.
sounds pretty wet on the oh nice see ya. lot they said yeah you'll catch him. trap and I've had so
many issues there. 9f3baecc53 
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